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Yacht News, Jul 31, 2014

Bering Yachts Unveil New 75-foot Trawler Yacht Design

Bering Y achts just unveiled their new 75-foot Trawler yacht design. This isn't to be confused with their older and more rugged looking
75-foot design that Y F covered a couple years ago... http://www.yachtforums.com/forums/bering-yachts/17916-rugged-design-
bering-75-trawler.html 

This is a brand new design featuring very modern and angular lines surely to appeal with the younger expedition crowd. The
displacement yacht will be able to perform in heavier weather conditions than many other yachts her size. The Bering Y acht pedigree
shines through in many aspects. Beyond using a proven hull design, the entire Bering line relies on a 'heavy for size' approach to
providing the uncommon sea-kindly motion that very few if any recreational motoryachts are capable of delivering. A carefully
designed low center of gravity combined with the sheer mass of the vessel provides a reduction in roll moment and minimized pitching
and pounding that so many find unpleasant. This 'heavy for size' approach is well proven in the commercial marine market where
vessel 'weight' is really how one defines a vessel’s size as opposed to length. Note that the luxury yacht Bering 75 displaces 298,000
pounds at full load which is significantly more than her competitors!

For longer passages, this rugged yet refined yacht excels. At 8-knots this 75-footer can run for 3,000 nautical miles, that's ocean-
crossing range! The interior is comfortable and can be customized but the interior is by Bering Y achts while the exterior is a
collaboration between Bering Y achts and Sabdes Y acht Design. The yacht's interior is across two decks, lower deck and main deck
while there is a sun deck that is opened but partially covered with a hardtop shading the forward half of the deck. The sundeck features
a nice jacuzzi to the the aft along with the yacht's principle tender and davit to service.

For more information: 

Bering Y achts
12608 Leatherwood Ct.
Raleigh, NC 27613
Bering Y achts
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